**Master of Public Policy**
The Master of Public Policy will give you a multi-disciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity and public policy decision-making.


UWA Course Code: 42580
CRICOS Code: 093380B
Duration: 1.5–2 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Business Psychology**
The Master of Business Psychology provides extensive specialist training in the application of psychological theories and principles to workplace settings.


UWA Course Code: 78550
CRICOS Code: 093572E
Duration: 1.5–2 years
Intake Period: February

---

**Master of Data Science**
The Master of Data Science enables students to discover the breakthroughs that turn data and statistics into business intelligence.


UWA Course Code: 62540
CRICOS Code: 093310E
Duration: 1.5–2 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Work, Health and Safety**
The Master of Work, Health and Safety focuses on developing knowledge and skills in the area of Work Health and Safety (WHS). Specifically, the scientific, behavioural, legal and business aspects of WHS are addressed.


UWA Course Code: 74530
CRICOS Code: 093275C
Duration: 1.5 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Studies**
The Master of Studies is designed for graduates who have diverse personal, academic and/or professional interests and want to pursue those interests through postgraduate study.


UWA Course Code: 00500
CRICOS Code: 00500
Duration: 1 year
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Asian Studies**
The Master of Asian Studies equips students with the skills and knowledge crucial to understanding and engaging with the Asian region.


UWA Course Code: 12580
CRICOS Code: 093277A
Duration: 1.5 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Graduate Diploma in Asian Studies**
The Graduate Diploma in Asian Studies (GradDipAS) will equip students in the issues crucial to understanding and engaging with the region, with the option of focusing on business and management, politics and contemporary sociocultural debates.


UWA Course Code: 13380
CRICOS Code: 093276B
Duration: 1 year
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Graduate Certificate in Asian Studies**
The Graduate Certificate in Asian Studies (GradCertAS) will introduce students to issues crucial to understanding and engaging with the region.


UWA Course Code: 13380
CRICOS Code: 093276B
Duration: 0.5 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Petroleum Geoscience**
The Master of Petroleum Geoscience aims to develop graduates with advanced skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and petroleum geoscience.


UWA Course Code: 73540
CRICOS Code: 093309J
Duration: 1.5 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Forensic Anthropology**
The Master of Forensic Anthropology has been designed specifically for students to gain knowledge in current developments in forensic sciences and particularly those medical and social sciences which are of direct relevance to the application to forensic anthropology.


UWA Course Code: 72380
CRICOS Code: 093309J
Duration: 1 year
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology**
The Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology has been designed specifically to acquaint students with current developments in basic forensic sciences and particularly those medical and social sciences which are of direct relevance to the application to forensic anthropology.


UWA Course Code: 72380
CRICOS Code: 093309J
Duration: 0.5 years
Intake Period: February, July

---

**Master of Building Information Modelling**
The University of Western Australia’s premiere Master of Building Information Modelling (by Coursework) is aimed at advancing knowledge and skills acquired by experienced professionals in engineering, construction, quantity surveying, architecture, project management, and associated industries. Join the BIM revolution; be an industry leader.


UWA Course Code: 25540
CRICOS Code: 094494F
Duration: 1 year
Intake Period: February, July
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QS Stars
5+ for RESEARCH, EMPLOYABILITY, TEACHING, FACILITIES, INTERNATIONALISATION, SPECIALIST CRITERIA, INNOVATION, INCLUSIVENESS
QS Stars University Ratings, 2016

WORLD’S TOP 50 FOR:
- EARTH AND MARINE SCIENCES #30
- ENGINEERING – MINERAL AND MINING #33
- PSYCHOLOGY #34
- AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY #38
- ENGINEERING – CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL #45
- ANTHROPOLOGY #47
QS World University Rankings by Subject, 2016

RANKED 1st IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND IN THE TOP 100 UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD
Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2016

24th IN THE WORLD FOR LIFE AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2016

#1 in Western Australia for Graduate Employability
QS Graduate Employability Ranking, 2016

Pursue impossible
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